
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is shown that nuclear spectral diffusion from host matrix protons is the dominant mechanism 

of electron spin decoherence of the paramagnetic nitroxyl radical TEMPO incorporated in glassy 

and crystalline solid ethanol. It can be suppressed when applying special multiple-pulse 

sequence developed for the dynamical decoupling control of the central spin. The effect is much 

more pronounced in glassy than crystalline ethanol, the state exhibiting larger 

disorder/frustration. Since the phase memory relaxation time increased linearly with the increase 

in the number of the applied refocusing pulses, the effect of the extent of disorder could be 

described numerically for this specific model system.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Glassy state of matter attracts research interest in various 

scientific disciplines. This type of amorphous materials 

exhibits frustration due to the fact that rapid cooling of the 

liquid cannot optimally accommodate competing 

interactions with the consequence of geometrical frustration, 

a source of degeneracy and disorder. This is implicated in 

many physical phenomena in the field of condensed matter 

physics. The lack of long-range translational and rotational 

symmetry makes glassy materials difficult to study by 

diffraction techniques. Diamagnetic solids doped with 

paramagnetic centres open an experimental window to study 

many-body correlations by electron paramagnetic resonance  

spectroscopy. These can be evaluated using the dynamical 

decoupling techniques in which interactions between the 

paramagnetic centre and spin-base environment are 

supressed.  
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Figure 2. Multiple-pulse dynamical decoupling control protocol based on 

CPMG pulse sequence. The total evolution time T was fixed to 2400 ns, 

duration of the  π  pulse was 88 ns and their number n =1,...,6 is indicated. 
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Central spin decoherence due to nuclear spin fluctuations 

in its solid environment has been extensively 

investigated. The first experimental demonstration of 

many-body correlations in nanoscale nuclear spin baths 

was presented by observing central spin decoherence in 

an EPR experiment. In the light of this approach we 

address electron – nuclear hyperfine interaction as a 

function of frustration.  In particular, specific many-body 

correlations reflected in the specific nuclear spin 

distributions of the host matrix doped with the 

paramagnetic centre could be traced from the respective 

electronnuclear spin coupling via dipolar interaction. 

Assuming nuclear spectral diffusion as a dominant 

electron spin decoherence mechanism, the extent of 

disorder in the vicinity of the paramagnetic centre is 

encoded in the electron spin phase memory time 

relaxation data.  

Therefore, we continue our previous studies of glassy 

versus crystalline materials with the aim to find the 

appropriate experimental approach,  parameter for 

description of disorder [1]. We present how decoherence 

of the central spin exposed to multiple-pulse dynamical 

decoupling control may provide a probe of the extent of 

frustration in the system. We take solid ethanol doped with 

paramagnetic nitroxyl radical TEMPO as a model system 

in which the nuclear spin bath disorder is tuned within an 

EPR experiment in the very same sample by thermal 

annealing protocol. [2] This assures the same number of 

paramagnetic centres present in both crystalline and glassy 

samples, which differ only in their  distributions due to the 

frustration of the host matrix. The entanglement of 

electron spins with nuclear spin bath exhibiting distinct 

intra-bath dynamics is verified in the Carr–Purcell–

Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) experiments [3].  

Liquid ethanol with the incorporated nitroxyl radical 

TEMPO was prepared in the glassy and crystalline 

state [1]. Pulsed EPR experiments were performed 

using Xband (9.6 GHz) Bruker ELEXSYS 580 

spectrometer equipped with an Oxford Instruments 

temperature unit (± 0.1 K). All decay times were 

measured at the central field electron spin resonance 

position and the pulse sequence repetition time was 

adjusted to accommodate complete spin–lattice 

relaxation. The absolute spectra of electron spin echo 

envelope modulation (ESEEM), observed in the time 

domain were transformed using the spectrometer built-

in Fourier transform function to the frequency domain 

in order to analyse nuclear spin contributions. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.2 Spectral diffusion in electron spin decoherence 

Figure 6.     (a) and stretched exponent (b) as a function of the number of    pulses. Full 

lines (a) represent the best fits of the experimental data assuming                  with the 

parameters      and      derived for the crystalline and       and        for the glassy ethanol. 

Due to the fact that nuclear spectral diffusion was 

recognized as a dominant decoherence mechanism of the 

observed electron spins [4], here we show that difference 

in the phase memory relaxation time detected as a 

function of number of decoupling pulses, can be directly 

related to the extent of frustration characterizing glassy 

and crystalline solid ethanol. We propose that the idea, 

developed to achieve optimal dynamical decoupling 

control in (para)magnetic systems, is applicable to 

distinguish between disordered systems exhibiting specific 

many-body correlations. 

 

  

3.1 ESEEM in glassy and crystalline ethanol 

Figure 1. Chemical structure of ethanol. 

Figure 5. Electron spin-echo time decay amplitude measured in constant-time CPMG 

experiments for TEMPO incorporated in glassy (a) and crystalline ethanol at 20 K. The number 

n of  π-pulses is indicated. Phase-memory relaxation time was estimated according to eq. (1). 


